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Conference held July 8-11, 2012, in Vilnius, Lithuania.
This book constitutes the proceedings of the Workshops held at the
International Conference on Social Informatics, SocInfo 2014, which
took place in Barcelona, Spain, in November 2014. This year SocInfo
2014 included nine satellite workshops: the City Labs Workshop, the
Workshop on Criminal Network Analysis and Mining, CRIMENET, the
Workshop on Interaction and Exchange in Social Media, DYAD, the
Workshop on Exploration of Games and Gamers, EGG, the Workshop on
HistoInformatics, the Workshop on Socio-Economic Dynamics, Networks
and Agent-based Models, SEDNAM, the Workshop on Social Influence, SI,
the Workshop on Social Scientists Working with Start-Ups and the
Workshop on Social Media in Crowdsourcing and Human Computation,
SoHuman.
This book constitutes the refereed conference proceedings of the 15th
International Conference on Rough Sets, Fuzzy Sets, Data Mining and
Granular Computing, RSFDGrC 2015, held in Tianjin, China in November
2015 as one of the co-located conference of the 2015 Joint Rough Set
Symposium, JRS 2015. The 44 papers were carefully reviewed and
selected from 97 submissions. The papers in this volume cover topics
such as rough sets: the experts speak; generalized rough sets; rough
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sets and graphs; rough and fuzzy hybridization; granular computing;
data mining and machine learning; three-way decisions; IJCRS 2015 data
challenge.
"A fundamental stimulus to the investigations of Hybrid Intelligent
Systems (HIS) is the awareness in the academic communities that
combined approaches will be necessary if the remaining tough problems
in artificial intelligence are to be solved. Recently, hybrid
intelligent systems are getting popular due to their capabilities in
handling several real world complexities involving imprecision,
uncertainty and vagueness. Current research interests in this field
focus on the integration of the different computing paradigms like
fuzzy logic, neurocomputation, evolutionary computation, probabilistic
computing, intelligent agents, machine learning, other intelligent
computing frameworks and so on. The phenomenal growth of hybrid
intelligent systems and related topics has created the need for this
International conference as a venue to present the latest research.
HIS' 03 builds on the success of last year's. HIS'02 was held in
Santiago, Chile, 1-4 December 2002 and attracted participants from
over 26 countries."--Preface.
Advances in Network Clustering and Blockmodeling
The User's Guide to 1200 Microcomputer Books
Topical Reference Books
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First Asia-Pacific Conference, WI 2001, Maebashi City, Japan, October
23-26, 2001, Proceedings
On the Move to Meaningful Internet Systems 2006: CoopIS, DOA, GADA,
and ODBASE
Subject Encyclopedias: User guide, review citations
Social Informatics
Whether you're taking the CPHIMS exam, or simply want the most current and
comprehensive overview in healthcare information and management systems today?this
updated publication has it all. But for those preparing for the CPHIMS exam, this text book
is an ideal study partner.
Batch chemical processing has in the past decade enjoyed a return to respectability as a
valuable, effective, and often preferred mode of process operation. This book provides the
first comprehensive and authoritative coverage that reviews the state of the art
development in the field of batch chemical systems engineering, applications in various
chemical industries, current practice in different parts of the world, and future technical
challenges. Developments in enabling computing technologies such as simulation,
mathematical programming, knowledge based systems, and prognosis of how these
developments would impact future progress in the batch domain are covered. Design
issues for complex unit processes and batch plants as well as operational issues such as
control and scheduling are also addressed.
Written from the hacker's perspective,Maximum Windows 2000 Securityis a
comprehensive, solutions-oriented guide to Windows 2000 security.Topics include: Physical
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& File System Security, Password Security, Malicious Code, Windows 2000 Network
Security Architecture and Professional Protocols, Web Server Security, Denial of Service
Attacks, Intrusion Detection, Hacking Secure Code in Windows 2000.
Computational intelligence paradigms have attracted the growing interest of researchers,
scientists, engineers and application engineers in a number of everyday applications. These
applications are not limited to any particular field and include engineering, business,
banking and consumer electronics. Computational intelligence paradigms include artificial
intelligence, artificial neural networks, fuzzy systems and evolutionary computing. Artificial
neural networks can mimic the biological information processing mechanism in a very
limited sense. Evolutionary computing algorithms are used for optimisation applications,
and fuzzy logic provides a basis for representing uncertain and imprecise knowledge.
Practical Applications of Computational Intelligence Techniques contains twelve chapters
providing actual application of these techniques in the real world. Such examples include,
but are not limited to, intelligent household appliances, aerial spray models, industrial
applications and medical diagnostics and practice. This book will be useful to researchers,
practicing engineers/scientists and students, who are interested in developing practical
applications in a computational intelligence environment.
Emergent Web Intelligence: Advanced Information Retrieval
Web Intelligence Meets Brain Informatics
4th International Conference, HAIS 2009, Salamanca, Spain, June 10-12, 2009,
Proceedings
(WI 2003) : Proceedings : Halifax, Canada : October 13-17, 2003
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A Research Agenda for Advancing Intelligence Analysis
8th International Conference, ICAIS 2022, Qinghai, China, July 15–20, 2022, Proceedings,
Part II
Databases and Information Systems VII

This useful two-volume set will provide buyers of subject
encyclopedias with a substantial amount of valuable information
they can use in making their purchasing decisions. It will also
provide all types of librarians and their patrons with a quick, onestop method for locating the appropriate subject encyclopedias for
their needs and for locating articles in the 100 encyclopedias.
Librarians who specialize in bibliographic instruction will also find it
to be a useful tool for teaching students how to locate needed
information.
Data Intensive Computing refers to capturing, managing, analyzing,
and understanding data at volumes and rates that push the
frontiers of current technologies. The challenge of data intensive
computing is to provide the hardware architectures and related
software systems and techniques which are capable of transforming
ultra-large data into valuable knowledge. Handbook of Data
Intensive Computing is written by leading international experts in
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the field. Experts from academia, research laboratories and private
industry address both theory and application. Data intensive
computing demands a fundamentally different set of principles than
mainstream computing. Data-intensive applications typically are
well suited for large-scale parallelism over the data and also require
an extremely high degree of fault-tolerance, reliability, and
availability. Real-world examples are provided throughout the book.
Handbook of Data Intensive Computing is designed as a reference
for practitioners and researchers, including programmers, computer
and system infrastructure designers, and developers. This book can
also be beneficial for business managers, entrepreneurs, and
investors.
This volume reviews cutting-edge technologies and insights related
to XML-based and multimedia information access and data
retrieval. And by applying new techniques to real-world scenarios,
it details how organizations can gain competitive advantages.
The 4th International Conference on Hybrid Artificial Intelligence
Systems (HAIS 2009), as the name suggests, attracted researchers
who are involved in developing and applying symbolic and subsymbolic techniques aimed at the construction of highly robust and
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reliable problem-solving techniques, and bringing the most relevant
achievements in this field. Hybrid intelligent systems have become
increasingly po- lar given their capabilities to handle a broad
spectrum of real-world complex problems which come with inherent
imprecision, uncertainty and vagueness, hi- dimensionality, and
nonstationarity. These systems provide us with the opportunity to
exploit existing domain knowledge as well as raw data to come up
with promising solutions in an effective manner. Being truly
multidisciplinary, the series of HAIS conferences offers an
interesting research forum to present and discuss the latest thretical advances and real-world applications in this exciting
research field. This volume of Lecture Notes in Artificial Intelligence
(LNAI) includes accepted papers presented at HAIS 2009 held at the
University of Salamanca, Salamanca, Spain, June 2009. Since its
inception, the main aim of the HAIS conferences has been to
establish a broad and interdisciplinary forum for hybrid artificial
intelligence systems and asso- ated learning paradigms, which are
playing increasingly important roles in a large number of
application areas.
Web Intelligence: Research and Development
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Intelligent Transportation Related Complex Systems and Sensors
Advances in Web Intelligence
Computer Science and Engineering—Theory and Applications
Maximum Windows 2000 Security
Risk
Second International Atlantic Web Intelligence Conference, AWIC
2004, Cancun, Mexico, May 16-19, 2004. Proceedings
This book introduces a research applications in Web intelligence. It
presents a number of innovative proposals which will contribute to the
development of web science and technology for the long-term future,
rendering this work a valuable piece of knowledge.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the Third
International KR4HC 2011 workshop held in conjunction with the 13th
Conference on Artificial Intelligence in medicine, AIME 2011, in Bled,
Slovenia, in July 2011. The 11 extended papers presented together with
1 invited paper were carefully reviewed and selected from 22
submissions. The papers cover topics like health care knowledge
sharing; health process; clinical practice guidelines; and patient
records, ontologies, medical costs, and clinical trials.
From the bestselling author of Team of Teams and My Share of the Task,
an entirely new way to understand risk and master the unknown. Retired
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four-star general Stan McChrystal has lived a life associated with the
deadly risks of combat. From his first day at West Point, to his years
in Afghanistan, to his efforts helping business leaders navigate a
global pandemic, McChrystal has seen how individuals and organizations
fail to mitigate risk. Why? Because they focus on the probability of
something happening instead of the interface by which it can be
managed. In this new book, General McChrystal offers a battle-tested
system for detecting and responding to risk. Instead of defining risk
as a force to predict, McChrystal and coauthor Anna Butrico show that
there are in fact ten dimensions of control we can adjust at any given
time. By closely monitoring these controls, we can maintain a healthy
Risk Immune System that allows us to effectively anticipate, identify,
analyze, and act upon the ever-present possibility that things will
not go as planned. Drawing on examples ranging from military history
to the business world, and offering practical exercises to improve
preparedness, McChrystal illustrates how these ten factors are always
in effect, and how by considering them, individuals and organizations
can exert mastery over every conceivable sort of risk that they might
face. We may not be able to see the future, but with McChrystal’s hardwon guidance, we can improve our resistance and build a strong defense
against what we know—and what we don't.
Web intelligence (WI) is a field of scientific research and
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development that deals with the fundamental roles and practical
impacts of artificial intelligence (AI) and advanced information
technology (IT) on the next generation of Web-empowered products,
systems, services, and activities. Following the great success of WI
2001, WI 2003 covers the latest the state-of-the-art research in WI
technologies and looks to cross-fertilize ideas on the development of
Web-based intelligent information systems among the different domains.
Selected Papers from the Tenth International Baltic Conference, DB&IS
2012
Hybrid Artificial Intelligence Systems
Preparing for Success in Healthcare Information Management Systems:
The CPHIMS Review Guide
Subject Encyclopedias
IEEE/WIC International Conference on Web Intelligence
OTM Confederated International Conferences, CoopIS, DOA, GADA, and
ODBASE 2006, Montpellier, France, October 29 - November 3, 2006,
Proceedings, Part I
Fundamentals and Applications for Chemical Engineering

The two volume set LNAI 6703 and LNAI 6704 constitutes the
thoroughly refereed conference proceedings of the 24th
International Conference on Industrial Engineering and
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Other Applications of Applied Intelligent Systems, IEA/AIE
2011, held in Syracuse, NY, USA, in June/July 2011. The
total of 92 papers selected for the proceedings were
carefully reviewed and selected from 206 submissions. The
papers cover a wide number of topics including feature
extraction, discretization, clustering, classification,
diagnosis, data refinement, neural networks, genetic
algorithms, learning classifier systems, Bayesian and
probabilistic methods, image processing, robotics,
navigation, optimization, scheduling, routing, game theory
and agents, cognition, emotion, and beliefs.
Building around innovative services related to different
modes of transport and traffic management, intelligent
transport systems (ITS) are being widely adopted worldwide
to improve the efficiency and safety of the transportation
system. They enable users to be better informed and make
safer, more coordinated, and smarter decisions on the use
of transport networks. Current ITSs are complex systems,
made up of several components/sub-systems characterized by
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time-dependent interactions among themselves. Some examples
of these transportation-related complex systems include:
road traffic sensors, autonomous/automated cars, smart
cities, smart sensors, virtual sensors, traffic control
systems, smart roads, logistics systems, smart mobility
systems, and many others that are emerging from niche
areas. The efficient operation of these complex systems
requires: i) efficient solutions to the issues of
sensors/actuators used to capture and control the physical
parameters of these systems, as well as the quality of data
collected from these systems; ii) tackling complexities
using simulations and analytical modelling techniques; and
iii) applying optimization techniques to improve the
performance of these systems.
This research volume focuses on analyzing the web user
browsing behaviour and preferences in traditional web-based
environments, social networks and web 2.0 applications, by
using advanced techniques in data acquisition, data
processing, pattern extraction and cognitive science for
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modeling the human actions. The book is directed to
graduate students, researchers/scientists and engineers
interested in updating their knowledge with the recent
trends in web user analysis, for developing the next
generation of web-based systems and applications.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the First
Asia-Pacific Conference on Web Intelligence, WI 2001, held
in Maebashi City, Japan, in October 2001.The 28 revised
full papers and 45 revised short papers presented were
carefully reviewed and selected from 153 full-length paper
submissions. Also included are an introductory survey and
six invited presentations. The book offers topical sections
on Web information systems environments and foundations,
Web human-media engineering, Web information management,
Web information retrieval, Web agents, Web mining and
farming, and Web-based applications.
An Annotated Guide for Harvard Business School Students
ASHRAE Handbook
A Documentary and Reference Guide
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Batch Processing Systems Engineering
Ontology Matching
24th International Conference on Industrial Engineering and
Other Applications of Applied Intelligent Systems, IEA/AIE
2011, Syracuse, NY, USA, June 28 - July 1, 2011,
Proceedings, Part II
Provides an overview of the developments and advances in the field of
network clustering and blockmodeling over the last 10 years This book
offers an integrated treatment of network clustering and blockmodeling,
covering all of the newest approaches and methods that have been
developed over the last decade. Presented in a comprehensive manner, it
offers the foundations for understanding network structures and
processes, and features a wide variety of new techniques addressing
issues that occur during the partitioning of networks across multiple
disciplines such as community detection, blockmodeling of valued
networks, role assignment, and stochastic blockmodeling. Written by a
team of international experts in the field, Advances in Network
Clustering and Blockmodeling offers a plethora of diverse perspectives
covering topics such as: bibliometric analyses of the network clustering
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literature; clustering approaches to networks; label propagation for
clustering; and treating missing network data before partitioning. It also
examines the partitioning of signed networks, multimode networks, and
linked networks. A chapter on structured networks and coarsegrained
descriptions is presented, along with another on scientific coauthorship
networks. The book finishes with a section covering conclusions and
directions for future work. In addition, the editors provide numerous
tables, figures, case studies, examples, datasets, and more. Offers a
clear and insightful look at the state of the art in network clustering and
blockmodeling Provides an excellent mix of mathematical rigor and
practical application in a comprehensive manner Presents a suite of new
methods, procedures, algorithms for partitioning networks, as well as
new techniques for visualizing matrix arrays Features numerous
examples throughout, enabling readers to gain a better understanding of
research methods and to conduct their own research effectively Written
by leading contributors in the field of spatial networks analysis Advances
in Network Clustering and Blockmodeling is an ideal book for graduate
and undergraduate students taking courses on network analysis or
working with networks using real data. It will also benefit researchers
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and practitioners interested in network analysis.
We are pleased to present the proceedings of the 2003 Atlantic Web
Intelligence C- ference, AWIC 2003. The conference was located in
Madrid, Spain during May 5–6, 2003, organized locally by the Technical
University of Madrid. AWIC 2003 aimed to be the rst of a series of
conferences on Web Intelligence, to be celebrated annually, alternatively
in Europe and America, starting in Madrid. It was born as an activity of
the recently created WIC-Poland Research Centre and the WIC-Spain
Research Centre, bothbelongingtotheWebIntelligenceConsortium(WIC)
(http://wi-consortium.org).AWIC 2003 was supported with grants from
the S- nish Ministry for Science and Technology and the European
Network of Excellence in Knowledge Discovery, KDNet. AWIC 2003
brought together scientists, engineers, computer users, and students to
exchange and share their experiences, new ideas, and research results
about all aspects (theory,applications,andtools)ofarti
cialintelligencetechniquesappliedtoWeb-based systems, and to discuss
the practical challenges encountered and the solutions adopted. Almost
70 contributions were submitted. After a preliminary evaluation, 60 of
these papers were accepted to the conference and were assigned at least
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two reviewers from the international program committee. Out of this 60,
33 were conditionally accepted, and 32 of them were nally accepted after
the conditions set by the reviewers had been met, which resulted in an
acceptance ratio of 45%.
Advances in Web IntelligenceFirst International Atlantic Web Intelligence
Conference, AWIC 2003, Madrid, Spain, May 5-6, 2003,
ProceedingsSpringer Science & Business Media
This reference book is a complete guide to the trends and leading
companies in the engineering, research, design, innovation and
development business fields: those firms that are dominant in
engineering-based design and development, as well leaders in technologybased research and development. We have included companies that are
making significant investments in research and development via as many
disciplines as possible, whether that research is being funded by internal
investment, by fees received from clients or by fees collected from
government agencies. In this carefully-researched volume, you'll get all
of the data you need on the American Engineering & Research Industry,
including: engineering market analysis, complete industry basics, trends,
research trends, patents, intellectual property, funding, research and
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development data, growth companies, investments, emerging
technologies, CAD, CAE, CAM, and more. The book also contains major
statistical tables covering everything from total U.S. R&D expenditures
to the total number of scientists working in various disciplines, to amount
of U.S. government grants for research. In addition, you'll get expertly
written profiles of nearly 400 top Engineering and Research firms - the
largest, most successful corporations in all facets of Engineering and
Research, all cross-indexed by location, size and type of business. These
corporate profiles include contact names, addresses, Internet addresses,
fax numbers, toll-free numbers, plus growth and hiring plans, finances,
research, marketing, technology, acquisitions and much more. This book
will put the entire Engineering and Research industry in your hands.
Purchasers of either the book or PDF version can receive a free copy of
the company profiles database on CD-ROM, enabling key word search
and export of key information, addresses, phone numbers and executive
names with titles for every company profiled.
31st Annual German Conference on AI, KI 2008, Kaiserslautern,
Germany, September 23-26, 2008, Proceedings
Design and Application of Hybrid Intelligent Systems
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A Decadal Survey of the Social and Behavioral Sciences
SocInfo 2014 International Workshops, Barcelona, Spain, November 11,
2014, Revised Selected Papers
Practical Applications of Computational Intelligence Techniques
AIME 2011 Workshop KR4HC 2011, Bled, Slovenia, July 2-6, 2011.
Revised Selected Papers
Handbook of Data Intensive Computing
The primary function of the intelligence analyst is to make
sense of information about the world, but the way analysts do
that work will look profoundly different a decade from now.
Technological changes will bring both new advances in conducting
analysis and new risks related to technologically based
activities and communications around the world. Because these
changes are virtually inevitable, the Intelligence Community
will need to make sustained collaboration with researchers in
the social and behavioral sciences (SBS) a key priority if it is
to adapt to these changes in the most productive ways. A Decadal
Survey Of The Social and Behavioral Sciences provides guidance
for a 10-year research agenda. This report identifies key
opportunities in SBS research for strengthening intelligence
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analysis and offers ideas for integrating the knowledge and
perspectives of researchers from these fields into the planning
and design of efforts to support intelligence analysis.
This three-volume set LNCS 13338-13340 constitutes the
thoroughly refereed proceedings of the 8th International
Conference on Artificial Intelligence and Security, ICAIS 2022,
which was held in Qinghai, China, in July 2022. The total of 166
papers included in the 3 volumes were carefully reviewed and
selected from 1124 submissions. The papers present research,
development, and applications in the fields of artificial
intelligence and information security
This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post-workshop
proceedings of the First WICI International Workshop on Web
Intelligence meets Brain Informatics, WImBI 2006, which was held
in Beijing, China, in December 2006. The workshop explores a new
perspective of Web Intelligence (WI) research from the viewpoint
of Brain Informatics (BI). The 26 revised full-length papers
presented together with three introductory lectures have been
carefully reviewed and selected.
Ontologies tend to be found everywhere. They are viewed as the
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silver bullet for many applications, such as database
integration, peer-to-peer systems, e-commerce, semantic web
services, or social networks. However, in open or evolving
systems, such as the semantic web, different parties would, in
general, adopt different ontologies. Thus, merely using
ontologies, like using XML, does not reduce heterogeneity: it
just raises heterogeneity problems to a higher level. Euzenat
and Shvaiko’s book is devoted to ontology matching as a solution
to the semantic heterogeneity problem faced by computer systems.
Ontology matching aims at finding correspondences between
semantically related entities of different ontologies. These
correspondences may stand for equivalence as well as other
relations, such as consequence, subsumption, or disjointness,
between ontology entities. Many different matching solutions
have been proposed so far from various viewpoints, e.g.,
databases, information systems, and artificial intelligence. The
second edition of Ontology Matching has been thoroughly revised
and updated to reflect the most recent advances in this quickly
developing area, which resulted in more than 150 pages of new
content. In particular, the book includes a new chapter
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dedicated to the methodology for performing ontology matching.
It also covers emerging topics, such as data interlinking,
ontology partitioning and pruning, context-based matching,
matcher tuning, alignment debugging, and user involvement in
matching, to mention a few. More than 100 state-of-the-art
matching systems and frameworks were reviewed. With Ontology
Matching, researchers and practitioners will find a reference
book that presents currently available work in a uniform
framework. In particular, the work and the techniques presented
in this book can be equally applied to database schema matching,
catalog integration, XML schema matching and other related
problems. The objectives of the book include presenting (i) the
state of the art and (ii) the latest research results in
ontology matching by providing a systematic and detailed account
of matching techniques and matching systems from theoretical,
practical and application perspectives.
KI 2008: Advances in Artificial Intelligence
REST: Advanced Research Topics and Practical Applications
First WICI International Workshop, WImBI 2006, Beijing, China,
December 15-16, 2006, Revised Selected and Invited Papers
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Modern Approaches in Applied Intelligence
Rough Sets, Fuzzy Sets, Data Mining, and Granular Computing
First International Atlantic Web Intelligence Conference, AWIC
2003, Madrid, Spain, May 5-6, 2003, Proceedings
Web User Browsing Behaviour and Preference Analysis
While e-marketing has emerged as an aid in allowing businesses to reach a broader audience,
evolutions in computer science and technology have made its comprehension a bit more
complex. E-Marketing in Developed and Developing Countries: Emerging Practices aims to
create a deeper understanding of the policies and practices that are involved in a successful emarketing environment. This publication highlights the strategies and applications currently
being used in both developed and developing countries; proving to be beneficial for
entrepreneurs, policy makers, researchers, and students wishing to expand their
comprehensive knowledge in this field.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the Second International Web Intelligence
Conference, AWIC 2004, held in Cancun, Mexico, in May 2004. The 22 revised full papers
presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 52 submissions. The papers are
organized in topical sections on collaborative filtering and recommendation, supporting Web
communities, multi-agent systems, soft computing methods, text processing and semantic
Web, Web information retrieval, and categorization and ranking.
Like the other titles in Bowkers's Buying Guide series, it will be extremely useful... Booklist
Topical Reference Books selects and recommends today's best specialized reference books. It
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gives librarians and teachers the help they need to make sound choices in a wide range of
subject areas. It provides the titles, authors, publishers and ordering information for building
strong collections of essential works, preparing for classes, or researching particular subjects.
This book offers expert evaluations of over 2,000 preferred titles in 50 categores, from
Advertising and Aging to Women's Studies and Zoology. In each category, you'll find:
*Headnotes that provide background and suggestions for collection development *Core Titles
that identify the most significant books *At-A-Glance charts to help you determine the suitability
of particular works.
This book presents a collection of research findings and proposals on computer science and
computer engineering, introducing readers to essential concepts, theories, and applications. It
also shares perspectives on how cutting-edge and established methodologies and techniques
can be used to obtain new and interesting results. Each chapter focuses on a specific aspect
of computer science or computer engineering, such as: software engineering, complex
systems, computational intelligence, embedded systems, and systems engineering. As such,
the book will bring students and professionals alike up to date on key advances in these areas.
Book Bytes
Emerging Practices
Artificial Intelligence and Security
White-Collar and Corporate Crime: A Documentary and Reference Guide
Plunkett's Engineering & Research Industry Almanac 2006: The Only Complete Guide to the
Business of Research, Development and Engineering
Business Reference Sources
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15th International Conference, RSFDGrC 2015, Tianjin, China, November 20-23, 2015,
Proceedings

KI 2008 was the 31st Annual German Conference on Arti?cial
Intelligence held September 23–26 at the University of
Kaiserslautern and the German Research Center for Arti?cial
Intelligence DFKI GmbH in Kaiserslautern, Germany. The
conference series started in 1975 with the German Workshop
on AI (GWAI), which took place in Bonn, and represents the
?rst forum of its type for the German AI Community. Over the
years AI has become a major ?eld in c- puter
scienceinGermanyinvolvinga numberof successfulprojects
thatreceived much international attention. Today KI
conferences are international forums where participants from
academia and industry from all over the world meet to
exchange their recent research results and to discuss trends in
the ?eld. Since 1993 the meeting has been called the “Annual
German Conference on Arti?cial Intelligence,” designated by
the German acronym KI. This volume contains the papers
selected out of 77 submissions, including a number of
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submissions from outside German-speaking countries. In total,
15 submissions (19%) were accepted for oral and 30 (39%) for
poster presentation.
Oralpresentationsattheconferenceweresingletrack.
Becauseofthis,thechoice of presentation form (oral, poster) was
based on how well reviews indicated that the paper would ?t
into one or the other format. The proceedings allocate the same
space to both types of papers. In addition, we selected six
papers that show high application potential - scribing systems
or prototypical implementations of innovative AI technologies.
They are also included in this volume as two-page extended
abstracts.
This reference guide documents white-collar crimes by
individuals and businesses over the past 150 years, offering the
most comprehensive array of documents and interpretations
available. • Provides dozens of court documents, legislative
hearing transcripts, muckraking articles, and accounts of
crooked behavior in the upper echelons of power • Contains
numerous photographs that illustrate the subject material •
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Includes a bibliography in each section that directs readers to
supplementary sources
This book serves as a starting point for people looking for a
deeper principled understanding of REST, its applications, its
limitations, and current research work in the area and as an
architectural style. The authors focus on applying REST beyond
Web applications (i.e., in enterprise environments), and in
reusing established and well-understood design patterns. The
book examines how RESTful systems can be designed and
deployed, and what the results are in terms of benefits and
challenges encountered in the process. This book is intended
for information and service architects and designers who are
interested in learning about REST, how it is applied, and how it
is being advanced.
This two-volume set LNCS 4275/4276 constitutes the refereed
proceedings of the four confederated conferences CoopIS 2006,
DOA 2006, GADA 2006, and ODBASE 2006 held as OTM 2006 in
Montpellier, France in October/November 2006. The 106
revised full and nine short papers presented together with four
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keynote speeches were carefully reviewed and selected from a
total of 361 submissions.
How to Find Information about Foreign Firms
E-Marketing in Developed and Developing Countries: Emerging
Practices
Exam Prep and Comprehensive Resource in One!
Advanced Techniques in Web Intelligence-2
User Guide, Review Citations, and Keyword Index
Advanced Techniques in Web Intelligence -1
A User's Guide
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